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The results of an experiment are often described in a series of textual state-
ments, the most concise of which being the title of the article. Here we imple-
mented a novel approach, using standard data mining techniques, to collect a set
of concise ‘factual’ statements about a research area. We compare two standard
text classification approaches to identify ‘factual’ and ‘non-factual’ sentences in
article titles; the first of which uses a statistical language-modelling approach,
and the second a more sophisticated semantic and grammatical approach. We
find that the simple approach provides more accurately classified titles; achiev-
ing 92% overall accuracy compared to 90% for the complex approach. We also
implement a strategy to convert the phrasal dependencies in a ‘factual’ title into
subject-predicate-object structures (triples). These triples can then be organised
according to a schema provided by domain ontologies; which occurs by mapping
URIs to entities found in the textual labels.

1 Introduction

Publicly available data repositories, such as GenBank, EMBL and Swiss-Prot,
are proof of the willingness of the scientific community to adopt common data
formats and automated procedures in order to deposit their data in these re-
sources. In some cases, researchers deposit their data long before the accom-
panying publications are out. In contrast, the development of many specialised
knowledge bases still largely relies on results presented in the literature and this
is often a costly and laborious exercise given the vast amounts of text in the
field.

In this paper, we aim to identify a focused set of reliable statements or ‘facts’
on what is reported about a relatively narrow, yet important area of biomedical
research, relating to disease influencing the kidney and urinary pathway (KUP).
We then use the extracted facts to build a network of knowledge for inclusion in
an existing knowledge base, the KUP Knowledge Base (KUPKB) [1].
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The KUPKB has been created from existing databases and ontologies for
use in the e-LICO project1, it also has its own ontology (KUPO) for modeling
relationships between data [1]. Currently the KUPKB has been populated with
experimental results manually extracted from the published literature. This pro-
cess takes a considerable amount of effort to identify statements in the literature
and form them into a representation compatible with the knowledge base [2–4].
We assist the enrichment of KUPKB by providing relational triples for inclusion
that are mined from the literature and are known to describe an experimental
result. We use standard text classification techniques [5] to label titles as ‘fac-
tual’ or ‘non-factual’, the ‘factual’ titles are then processed into triple structures
using a set of rules applied on the list of phrasal dependencies provided by the
Stanford parser.

Traditionally most text mining systems use abstracts or full text articles;
instead we use article titles. We are analysing titles for several reasons; first, they
are short and to-the-point; second, they are descriptive and tend to use specific
rather than general terms. The intention of an article title is to summarise the
findings of a whole study into a single sentence. The title is also the first thing a
user sees when searching PubMed and it is therefore important for advertising
the article to potential readers. If a study identifies a new piece of definable
knowledge then the authors will usually want to present this clearly in the title.
If a study finds a slightly less than clear result, then the language used to describe
it is often softened and we can detect this using text mining methods. On the
other hand, our task is quite challenging; titles can use complex language and are
also quite short. Nevertheless, our process for mining the information involves
the computationally expensive task of dependency parsing [3, 6], therefore it is
important to limit the amount of text to be analysed.

Previous work in this area has also used dependency parsing [3, 7, 4] and this
has proven useful in the field of pharmacogenomics when looking for relation-
ships between predefined sets of entities. Our approach focuses on identifying the
facts presented from arbitrary biological articles, representing them as triples,
and then later matching these to entities in existing ontologies. Further work
incorporating the use of semantic patterns for identifying entity relationships
[8, 9] has proven useful for capturing relationships describing protein structure,
metabolic pathways and the function of enzymes. All of which have used a se-
mantic framework to make the results of the analysis more widely usable, but
also to make it easier to incorporate newly identified relationships with existing
knowledge and then form queries based on the combined relationships; it is this
flexibility that we seek in this work.

A by-product of our work is text categorization: a focused corpus of articles
relevant to a task can provide time and cost savings to users who may want to
use it for futher computational analysis or even human curation.

1 http://www.e-lico.eu/
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1.1 A corpus of factual titles

Our approach is to collect a set of titles, classify them into factual and non-
factual groups and then extract sets of triples from the factual titles. We define
a factual title here as ‘A direct sentential report about the outcome of a
biomedical investigation ’. An example of a factual title is:

‘Bluetongue virus RNA binding protein NS2 is a modulator of viral repli-
cation and assembly.’ (PubMed ID: 17241458)

It should be ‘direct’, in that, it is neither hedged nor does it merely imply
a result but actually states the result in the title. Such a result can be both a
positive or negative outcome.

Such statements do not contain all the necessary contextual information to
fully comprehend the implications of its finding, but this is not our aim; instead
we hope to capture what is reported by the authors and then present this to
other readers who can investigate further. An example of a non-factual title is:

‘A role for NANOG in G1 to S transition in human embryonic stem cells
through direct binding of CDK6 and CDC25A’ (PubMed ID: 19139263)

This title contains many specifics (e.g. the NANOG protein, and the G1 and
S cell cycle phases) and does allude to a role of NANOG in cell cycle transition,
but the role is not explicitly defined, it merely suggests that a role exists. Such
statements are important and could be used, but the lack of an explicit role would
have to be recorded; this will be future work. Our work has also revealed other
kinds of titles, such as ones that report, ‘hedged’ or possible results; describe tools
or methods; and those that simply say what the article is about. In this work
we concentrate on the direct descriptions of an investigation to create a focused
corpus of statements on a given topic. This corpus can then be integrated with
the existing KUPKB framework, thus linking textually represented experimental
outcomes with relevant database entries and ontology concepts.

2 Methods

Additional resources and supplementary data for this paper can be found in a
myExperiment pack. http://www.myexperiment.org/packs/193.html

2.1 Software and workflows

All data-mining workflows were designed and run in RapidMiner 5.1.006. Work-
flows can be found on myExperiment as well as input data files, including the
annotated training data. The Stanford parser version 1.6.5 was used for all de-
pendency parsing and the OpenNLP POS-tagger was used to tag all sentences,
we also used the OpenNLP english sentence detector to split titles into sentences.
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2.2 Title classification

Title sentences in the training data were labelled as belonging to one of two
classes, these are

1. Factual: titles that provide a directly reported experimental outcome e.g.
– ‘AICAR decreases the activity of two distinct amiloride-sensitive Na+-

permeable channels in H441 human lung epithelial cell monolayers.’
– ‘Inhibition of p38 MAP kinase pathway induces apoptosis and prevents

Epstein Barr virus reactivation in Raji cells exposed to lytic cycle induc-
ing compounds’

2. Non-factual: Those titles that do not fit with the description of factual
titles e.g.
– ‘The CENP-S complex is essential for the stable assembly of outer kine-

tochore structure.’
– ‘A dual role of Cdk2 in DNA damage response.’
– ‘Cytoplasmic signaling in the control of mitochondrial uproar?’
– ‘Anni 2.0: a multipurpose text-mining tool for the life sciences.’
– ‘Still no flying cars.’

2.3 Data sets

Titles can be composed of several different sentences and these can be a mix of
factual and non-factual statements. Therefore all titles were preprocessed to split
them into sentences, this was done using the standard english sentence detector
from OpenNLP2 and a set of simple rules which account for some vagaries found
in biological titles. Our aim with sentence splitting was to provide more clearly
defined instances for training a classification model.

We collected a training set of 1,875 article titles (1,939 sentences), these titles
were restricted to those articles published by a set of 82 biologically-themed
journals that are archived by PubMed Central (see myExperiment for list). The
training sentences were manually annotated as ‘factual’ or ‘non-factual’.

We have also collected a set of 86,217 titles (91,626 sentences) that are related
to kidney research and therefore the KUP domain. These we identified using a
PubMed search using the keywords ‘kidney’ and ‘renal’ in title and abstract
text. These titles have not been manually annotated but are to be used as a
representative sample of the KUP literature to illustrate the kind of outputs
that our approach can provide.

2.4 Attributes/Features

We derive two different sets of attributes for each data set. The first are simple
tri, bi and unigram word frequency data (the simple attribute set), the second
provide a more complex impression (the complex attribute set) of a title but also

2 http://incubator.apache.org/opennlp/
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are more computationally expensive to derive. The simple attribute set originally
contained 42,745 attributes but was filtered down to 525 attributes using an SVM
weighting method and by selecting the top k attributes that provide the best
‘good’ class classification f-measure score in a 10-fold stratified cross-validation
using a naive Bayes classifier (see section 3). The simple attribute data are
classified using naive Bayes because they form part of a statistical language-
modelling approach.

The complex attribute set, is derived from a set of string-based, lexical, se-
mantic and grammatical profiling methods. We collect binary attributes on the
presence of question marks, hyphens, colons and verbs. We also provide the part
of speech (POS) tag for the first, second and third tokens. We use the Whatizit3

web service to count the mentions of disease, protein and chemical entities in
the title and we use our own service for cell type recognition. The Whatizit web
service is a third-party service hosted at the EBI4 that uses a large dictionary
of exact string matches to identify entity mentions in text and return database
identifiers for these mentions. Additionally we provide data on the prevalence of
different phrase chunk types in the sentence as well as the proportion of nouns,
verbs, adverbs and adjectives. The number of all different types of phrasal de-
pendencies (provided by the Stanford parser) as well as the maximum parse tree
depth are also used as attributes. Finally we calculate the frequency of a set of
common POS-tag tri- and bi-grams in the title. This set of POS-tag n-grams
were chosen for their differential frequencies between factual and non-factual
titles. There are a total of 795 attributes in the complex set. The complex at-
tribute data are classified using an SVM trained using the Sequential Minimal
Optimisation method (as implemented in the WEKA extension to RapidMiner)
because this was found to give the best results on this attribute set.

2.5 Triplification

Our triplification process uses the dependency parse of the sentence, provided
by the Stanford parser [6, 10], to identify subjects, objects and predicates by the
application of heuristic rules. The rules are applied in the following order:

1. Concatenate all compound noun (nn) and adjectival modifier (amod) depen-
dencies on shared governor tokens.

2. Identify all nominal subject (nsubj) and nominal subject passive (nsubjpass)
dependencies. (the subjects)

3. Identify all direct object (dobj) dependencies (the objects)
4. Attempt to join all subject and object dependencies by a common governor

token. The shared governor token becomes the predicate of a new triple,
with the dependent token of the subject and object dependency becoming
the subject and object of the new triple respectively.

5. For each new triple look for conjunct (conj) dependencies with a token shared
between the triples object and the dependencys dependent token. Create new

3 http://www.ebi.ac.uk/webservices/whatizit
4 http://www.ebi.ac.uk
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triples with shared subject and predicate tokens, but with the object set as
the dependent token of the conjunct dependency.

6. For each sentence look for abbreviation (abbrev) dependencies and create a
new triple with a ‘has label’ predicate.

The following example illustrates how a sentence is transformed into triples
using the rules applied to the list of phrasal dependencies. ‘Nitric oxide dimin-
ishes apoptosis and p53 gene expression after renal ischemia and reperfusion
injury.’ The set of dependencies are listed in Table 1 and the resultant set of
triples are listed in Table 2.

Table 1. Stanford parser typed dependencies

Dep type Governor Dependent

amod oxide Nitric
nsubj diminishes oxide
dobj diminishes apoptosis
cc apoptosis and
nn expression p53
nn expression gene
conj apoptosis expression
prep diminishes after
amod ischemia renal
pobj after ischemia
cc ischemia and
nn injury reperfusion
conj ischemia injury

Table 2. Triples produced according to rules from dependencies listed in Table 1

Subject Predicate Object

nitric oxide diminish apoptosis
nitric oxide diminish p53 gene expression

3 Results

3.1 N-gram attribute weighting

There are 42,745 different n-grams in the simple attribute set, we systemati-
cally tested whether a lower number of attributes would provide better or worse
classification results. We used an SVM weighting method to select the top K
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best attributes for varying numbers of K. We assessed the performance of each
smaller attribute set using the f-measure for the factual (Positive) class of titles.
The results of our search can be seen in Figure 1, a peak in classification per-
formance (83.7%) is seen at 525 of the best attributes. These top 525 n-grams
were used in all further title classification processes.

Fig. 1. Classification f-measure for factual class with increasing number of top weighted
n-gram attributes.

3.2 Validation of training data

We performed 10-fold stratified cross-validation on the training data using the
simple and complex attribute sets, the results of which are presented in Tables 3
and 4. The performance values between simple and complex attribute sets are
not directly comparable, however they do provide a strong indication of the
abilities of the two attribute sets to classify factual sentences. When using the
simple attribute set we can see how it performs very well (weighted average F1
= 92.41%) in labelling sentences as ‘good’ or ‘bad’. The complex attribute set
performs in a similar manner giving a weighted average F1 of 90.01%.

To assess the quality of the manual annotations on our training data, it was
annotated by both RS and GD independently; their annotations were found
to disagree on 38 (2%) sentences, giving an inter-annotator agreement (using
Cohens kappa coefficient) of 0.936.

We also performed a 50:50 split-validation (stratified) on the training data
using both attribute sets (see Tables 5 and 6). This gave similar results to the
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cross-validation with a weighted average F1 of 91.12% and 90.25% for the simple
and complex attribute sets respectively.

Table 3. Classifier cross-validation output on good/bad labelled training data with
the simple attribute set

Class Precision Recall F-measure (F1) N

Bad 96.0 94.18 95.08 1530
Good 79.68 85.33 82.41 409

Weighted average 92.56 92.32 92.41

Overall classification accuracy 92.32

Table 4. Classifier cross-validation output on good/bad labelled training data with
the complex attribute set

Class Precision Recall F-measure (F1) N

Bad 92.94 94.71 93.82 1530
Good 78.68 73.11 75.79 409

Weighted average 89.94 90.15 90.01

Overall classification accuracy 90.15

Table 5. Classifier 50:50 split-validation output on good/bad labelled training data
with the simple attribute set

Class Precision Recall F-measure (F1) N

Bad 94.38 94.38 94.38 765
Good 78.92 78.92 78.92 204

Weighted average 91.12 91.12 91.12

Overall classification accuracy 91.12

3.3 Titles to triples

We applied the complex good/bad classifier (built on all the training data) to
the 91,626 KUP sentences. This produced a set of 5,735 (6.3%) sentences that
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Table 6. Classifier 50:50 split-validation output on good/bad labelled training data
with the complex attribute set

Class Precision Recall F-measure (F1) N

Bad 93.51 94.25 93.88 771
Good 77.78 75.49 76.62 198

Weighted average 90.2 90.3 90.25

Overall classification accuracy 90.3

were labelled as ‘good’. We manually annotated the first 300 of these sentences
and found that 209 (70%) were ‘true’ good sentences. We then retrieved the list
of phrasal dependencies for each of the 5,735 ‘good’ sentences and applied a set
of rules to construct subject-predicate-object statements (triples) from each of
the sentences. These rules are described in the Methods section (see 2.5), but
at a simplistic level they concatenate compound nouns and adjectival modifier
tokens and link them together by verbs present in both nominal-subject and
direct-object dependencies. The rules generated a set of 7,113 triples, contain-
ing 9,080 unique subject and objects and 1,255 unique predicates. In a manual
analysis of a sample of 150 triples extracted from the KUP titles, we found that
96 (64%) were correct. It should be emphasised that titles erroneously classified
as ‘good’ were found to commonly produce incorrect triples, thus compounding
errors made before triplification. Furthermore the Stanford parser has not been
trained on biomedical text, this can lead to parser errors and therefore depen-
dency and triplification errors. The raw output from the rules can be found on
myExperiment.

3.4 Network construction

The triples generated from the ‘good’ KUP titles were formed into a graph
by connecting triples with shared subject and object labels. These labels were
stemmed and joined based on string matching. The largest connected component
of this graph (see myExperiment for Cytoscape graph) contains 2,676 nodes and
has 2,765 edges of 603 distinct types (as defined by the predicate label). The
central region of this graph (see figure 2) contains a number of highly connected
entities, the most highly connected being ‘rats’. Other highly connected entities
are ‘kidney’, ‘renal function’, ‘angiotensin II’ and ‘renal injury’.

4 Conclusions

The literature is a vital source of domain knowledge and this knowledge needs
to be exposed in integrated, computationally accessible forms. As well as inte-
grating the literature with databases and ontologies we need to integrate factual
statements between articles and across the literature in general.
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Fig. 2. Central portion of the largest connected component of the triple graph. Pred-
icates labels are shown in red, subject and object labels are represent as blue nodes.
Graph visualised in Cytoscape using organic layout

In this paper, we have presented an approach for digging into factual knowl-
edge presented in scientific papers and for making this knowledge available
through a network of facts. We embarked on an exercise of ‘factomics’, where
we retrieve and encode fact-like statements from scientific papers that are rich
in context necessary to fully interpret such facts [11]. Text mining technologies
offer a tempting means to expose this literature-based knowledge, yet can suffer
from the need to create corpora of focused collections of statements of interest.
We have presented a method for creating a focused corpus of one kind of state-
ment and turning this into triples to be used in a domain knowledge base. Our
approach does not attempt any kind of full extraction of the scientific knowledge
necessary for the interpretation of the facts. Instead, we have taken the approach
that we are exposing the ‘headlines’ of what has been said, and provided links
back to the original paper for when a scientist finds a ‘fact of interest’.

Our main goal was to create a corpus of fact-orientated statements about a
particular domain. We did this by training a classifier to recognise titles that pro-
vide factual statements about the outcome of an investigation. We then turned
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these into co-ordinated sets of triples using a dependency parser, in which we
expand key verb relationships into triples that link domain entities.

The results of the cross-validation work, provides some useful insights into
the two different approaches to represent sentences to a classifier. The complex
approach, although slow to process, returns very similar results on the classi-
fication of ‘factual’ sentences to the simple attribute set. It should however be
noted that the simple attributes can be derived in approximately 10% the time
required for the complex attributes. Additionally a classifier model trained on
simple attributes can label new sentences at nearly 100 times the rate of a model
trained on the complex attributes. These results demonstrate that a simple sta-
tistical language-modelling approach can be superior, when dealing with large
volumes of data, when the number of classes is low and the number of training
examples for each class is not a limiting factor. When training data is scarce
then a more complex semantic and grammatical sentence profiling method is
likely to provide better results albeit with greater computational overheads.

There is a notable disparity between the proportion of manually verified
‘good’ titles in the KUP titles and in the training data. This is likely to be
explained by differences in collection scope for the two title sets. The KUP
titles were collected without temporal contraints whereas the training data is
taken from PubMed Central which was launched in February 2000. Also the set
of biologically-themed journals are likely to commonly publish articles with a
strong results orientated theme.

The results of this work are satisfactory so far but clearly the complex ap-
proach to classification could, for example, be improved with more information
on the recognised entities. Additionally the classification step is vital for re-
moving ‘non-factual’ titles because the triplification output from these titles is
frequently erroneous. Give that our aim is to create a focused corpus of facts
about a domain our methods have deliberately tended toward greater precision
rather than recall to avoid spurious or unreliable statements. It seems that im-
provements in the title classification process should pay the greatest dividends,
by providing a tighter and more focused set of genuinely factual titles to the
triplification process.

One difference with past work on knowledge extraction in this field is that
we exploit only a small part of the text, the article title. Although our training
data have been collected from a specific domain, our computational approach is
generic and our algorithms, feature sets and classification types of titles can be
used in other areas without major modifications.

To interlink our triples with the KUPKB, we intend to map our textual
subject, predicate and object values to URIs derived from several sources. Using
our existing named entity recognition results from Whatizit (see Section 2) we
will replace matching subject and object values with URIs for Uniprot (in the
case of proteins), ChEBI (for chemical entities) and UMLS terms (for diseases).
We will also use the NCBO BioPortal Annotator to replace further subject and
object labels with URIs from the Mouse anatomy ontology. We will also replace
any matching predicate values found in the Molecular Interactions ontology. All
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of these mapped ontologies are currently part of the KUPKB thus easing the
integration of literature-derived knowledge into the knowledge base.
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